2019 HUTCHINS POLICE
Annual Report
The Hutchins Police Department complies with Texas Best Practices, and annually reports to the governing body.

1. Employee Complaints
2. Use of Force
3. Accident and Injury Prevention
4. Pursuits
5. Racial Profiling
EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS

2019 Employee Complaints

- In 2019 the Police Department investigated six (6) employees complaints.
- One (1) complaint initiated as a result of a citizen contact
- Five (5) complaints were initiated internally

2018 Employee Complaints

- In 2018 four (4) complaints were initiated internally.
- In 2018 one (1) complaint were initiated as a result of a citizen contact.
2019 Accidents and Injuries
- No reported work related accidents
- Four (4) reports of vehicle damage as a result of accidents

2018 Accidents and Injuries
- Three (3) reported work related accidents.
- Six (6) Police vehicle accident.
2018 Use of Force

- Seven (7) reported use of force incidents.
- Four (4) Felony Stop / Arrest
- One (1) Taser Incident
- Two (2) soft empty hand control

2019 Use of Force

- Fourteen (13) reported use of force incidents.
- Eight (8) Felony Stops and Arrest
- Two (2) Taser Incidents
- Four (4) Soft empty hand control
MOTOR VEHICLE PURSUITS

2019 Vehicle Pursuits
- Ten (10) reported vehicle pursuits.
- One (1) City vehicle damaged
- No Officer reported injuries.

2018 Vehicle Pursuits
- Three (3) reported vehicle pursuits.
- No city vehicle damaged and no reports of injury to Officers or suspects as a result of a vehicle pursuit.
Crime Statistics at a glance

2019 part one crimes 287

Part one crime is defined as:
Homicides
Aggravated Assaults
Robberies
Rape
Burglaries
Larceny theft
Arson
Misdemeanor crimes are

- DWLI
- DWI
- Misdemeanor assaults
- Disorderly conduct type offenses
- Weapons Offenses
- Some drug Offenses
CRIMINAL CASES FILED

- 2019 Misdemeanor cases 186
- 2019 Felony cases 110
- 2018 Misdemeanor cases 214
- 2018 Felony Cases 70
2019 CALLS FOR SERVICE

- Citizen calls for service were up from 2018 by 1,402 calls.
- Total call for service 2019 11,112 calls.
- Officer Initiated activity 24,459 calls.
- Calls for service
  - Traffic Stops
  - House check and close patrols
- Traffic Stops (2351) were up in 2019 by 164 over 2018.
- 498 Reported Motor Vehicle Accidents in 2019. Increase of 127 over 2018
- Call for service at Hutchins Gateway account for 764 calls for service
- Average calls per day 30.44 calls per day
2020
TRAINING INITIATIVES

- Cyber security
- Defensive driving training
- Defensive tactics
- Sexual Harassment training
- Active shooter training
- Citizen Police Academy Class #3
In 2001, The Texas Legislature, with the intent of addressing the issue of racial profiling in policing, enacted the Texas Racial Profiling Law. In previous years, the Hutchins Police Department, in accordance with the law, has collected and reported traffic and motor vehicle-related contact data for the purpose of identifying and addressing (if necessary) areas of concern regarding racial profiling practices. In the 2009 Texas legislative session, the Racial Profiling Law was modified and additional requirements were implemented. Moreover, in 2017, the Sandra Bland Act was passed and signed into law (along with HB 3051 which introduced new racial and ethnic designations). The Sandra Bland Law requires that law enforcement agencies in the state collect additional data and provide a more detailed analysis. All of these requirements have been met by the Hutchins Police Department and are included in this report.
2019 Training Implicit Bias/Racial Profiling

All Sworn and Non Sworn personnel have received training regarding our Policy and State Law as it relates to Implicit Bias and Racial Profiling.

All personnel have received the required training set forth by the Texas Commission of Law Enforcement Standards.
COMPLAINTS OF RACIAL PROFILING

No racial profiling allegations or complaints were filed with the Police Department.

No complaints were filed by administrative staff after randomly reviewing video of traffic stops.
Summary of Findings

The most recent Texas Racial Profiling Law requires that police department perform data audits in order to validate the data being reported. Consistent with this requirement, the Hutchins Police Department has engaged del Carmen Consulting, LLC in order to perform these audits in a manner consistent with normative statistical practices. As shown in table 7, the audits performed have shown that the data is valid and reliable. Further, as required by law, this report also includes an analysis on the searches performed. This analysis includes information on whether contraband was found as a result of the search while controlling for race/ethnicity. The search analysis demonstrates that the police department is engaging in search practices consistent with national trends in law enforcement. While considering the findings made in this analysis, it is recommended that the Hutchins Police Department should continue to collect and evaluate additional information on motor vehicle contact data (i.e., reason for probable cause searches, contraband detected) which may prove to be useful when determining the nature of the contacts police officers are making with all individuals. As part of this effort, the Hutchins Police Department should continue to: 1) Perform an independent analysis on contact and search data in future years. 2) Commission data audits in 2020 in order to assess data integrity; that is, to ensure that the data collected is consistent with the data being reported. The comprehensive analysis of the data included in this report demonstrates that the Hutchins Police Department has complied with the Texas Racial Profiling Law and all of its requirements. Further, the report demonstrates that the police department has incorporated a comprehensive racial profiling policy, currently offers information to the public on how to file a compliment or complaint, commissions quarterly data audits in order to ensure validity and reliability, collects and commissions the analysis of tier 2 data, and ensures that the practice of racial profiling is not tolerated.
2019 Animal Control Annual Report

Animal picked up by ACO 203
Citizen Pick ups 7
Deceased 116
Owner Surrenders 13

Training Initiatives:

Bite Stick and Chemical Weapons
Advanced Animal Control Training
2019 City of Hutchins Code Compliance Annual Report

Junk Vehicles 40 New cases  Closed 58
Trash and Debris 198 New cases Closed 183
Tall Grass and weeds 177 New cases Closed 171
Zoning Violations 158 New Cases Closed 154
Substandard dwellings 8 New Cases Closed 2
Illegal dumping 11 New Cases Closed 11

Training Initiatives:
Code Law updates